Even as we grappled with the lasting impacts of the pandemic, our 50th year in service was a tremendous success, as we expanded our programs to serve tens of thousands of our neighbors across the state.

Last year saw us work alongside elected and public officials to address Colorado’s most pressing housing challenges; saw us create and implement innovative solutions to help those struggling financially both attain and preserve their housing; saw us enter and serve “new” markets where needs stretched beyond the capacity of communities to address them; and saw us lead bold initiatives to address inequities in housing accessibility across the front range.

When the federal eviction moratorium ended this past summer, Coloradans turned to Colorado Housing Connects (1-844-926-6632) seeking help with keeping a roof over their heads. We saw more than 35,000 inquiries submitted to our housing hotline from 59 of Colorado’s 64 counties last year.

Brothers Redevelopment fought to prevent homelessness and housing instability by administering funds in rental assistance to vulnerable Coloradans all across Colorado through the state’s Emergency Rental Assistance Program — a financial resource dedicated to helping those financially impacted by the pandemic with rental assistance.

We continued to serve our neighbors in Denver through the City’s Temporary Rental and Utility Assistance Program by providing hundreds of households with financial assistance for rent, Xcel and water bills.

But while financial assistance is important to addressing housing instability, our other services also played an important role in keeping vulnerable Coloradans in their homes throughout 2021.

While both programs temporarily halted services because of the pandemic in 2020, our Paint-A-Thon and Home Modification and Repair programs roared back last year by touching the lives of hundreds of disabled and/or low-income older adults.

For every house we paint and every home modification and repair we complete, we’re not only helping older adults feel good about their homes and enjoy increased mobility — we’re helping them stay in their homes for as long as they can. Our Aging in Place senior services program also accomplishes a similar goal.

The program expanded last year to add bilingual staff to the team to ensure that every aging adult in Colorado can receive access to resources and benefits they’re entitled to — regardless of what language one speaks.

With the return of in-person events in 2021, we were thrilled to celebrate landmark events in Brothers’ history with the groundbreakings of Valor on the Fax along East Colfax and affordable housing complexes in the Globeville and Elyria-Swansea area.

In the fall, we began construction on the 72-unit apartment community, Valor on the Fax. This community will serve individuals with acquired brain injuries — many of whom we know struggle with homelessness, unemployment, and mental and physical challenges.

We’re partnering with the Brain Injury Alliance of Colorado to offer resources to Valor on the Fax tenants while our staff will be on site to provide housing services. Not only will Valor on the Fax tenants have the opportunity to access Brothers’ programs — the community will act as a satellite office, providing our housing services to residents around East Colfax.

Our work in Globeville and Elyria-Swansea neighborhoods continued throughout last year as we set a modular duplex at 4401 Milwaukee St. on behalf of the GES Affordable Housing Collaborative. Later in the year, us, and the rest of the GES Affordable Housing Collaborative broke ground on a five-unit affordable housing community at 4401 Josephine St.

The duplexes were sold to two neighborhood families facing displacement, and the homes at 4401 Josephine St. will also be offered to a similar demographic when they are finished.

Both communities were placed into the GES Tierra Colectiva community-owned land trust that will preserve affordability for generations to come.

Our 50th anniversary marked the return of our Local Social fundraising event, which benefits the Paint-A-Thon Program.

We gathered alongside donors, staff and others who help make Brothers what it is and celebrated affordable housing and our organization’s long list of accomplishments.

In many ways, it felt that Brothers led the way for helping the region recover from the shock, pain and troubles the pandemic caused.

We were there to help our neighbors stay in their homes with financial assistance and home modifications and repairs. We saw our aging clients — many of whom faced isolation the past few years — smile and shed tears of happiness when groups of volunteers gathered to paint their homes and do yard work. We connected older adults to crucial resources through our senior services program. And we worked toward further advancing our mission of protecting and preserving affordable housing through Valor on the Fax and affordable housing we provided in Globeville and Elyria-Swansea.

I’m proud of our team and our Board of Directors who have stepped up the past few years to deliver services at the highest levels possible and who have helped Brothers become a beacon of hope for Coloradans. And I’m thankful for public, private and philanthropic sectors who sought us out to administer resources during these challenging times.

Thanks to everyone mentioned, Brothers is still here to serve and will continue to fulfill its mission in a greater way, every day.
Brothers breaks ground on Valor on the Fax while spurring affordable housing options in Globeville and Elyria-Swansea neighborhoods

There was a feeling of excitement, pride and joy in the air at 7800 E. Colfax Ave. on Oct. 6, 2021. The sun was beaming, and cameras were everywhere as officials like Denver Mayor Michael Hancock, Denver City Councilmember Amanda Sawyer, Brain Injury Alliance of Colorado President Gavin Althofer, and others from public, private and philanthropic sectors joined Brothers Redevelopment at the groundbreaking for Valor on the Fax.

“We’re set to begin construction on the newest edition to Brothers’ portfolio, Valor on the Fax, which is a first of its kind, supportive housing community that will provide housing and services for individuals with an acquired brain injury or related disability — many of whom we know struggle with housing insecurity, finding and maintaining employment, accessing important services, and much more,” said Brothers Redevelopment President Jeff Martinez at the groundbreaking.

Valor on the Fax — a 72-unit affordable living community that is expected to be completed at the end of 2022 — is one of three affordable housing complexes Brothers Redevelopment began developing in 2021 in the Denver area. The community is made possible thanks to partnerships with the City of Denver, who selected Brothers to develop the community, and the Brain Injury Alliance of Colorado — another nonprofit that will offer support, counseling, and resources to tenants at Valor on the Fax.

Valor on the Fax is a first of its kind in Colorado to assist individuals who face housing insecurity due to an acquired brain injury or related disability. Valor on the Fax is needed, and timely. Research from the Brain Injury Alliance of Colorado suggests that about 40% of individuals who are currently homeless will screen positive for a brain injury. Valor on the Fax will feature trauma informed design principles — meaning that many of the building’s internal features, materials and amenities have been designed to minimize symptoms for future tenants living with a brain injury. Special consideration has been incorporated into unit amenities, as well as lighting, flooring and many of the common areas.

In addition to serving the tenants, the site also will benefit underserved and marginalized communities in East Denver and northwest Aurora. Brothers will anchor the commercial space with a new satellite office — providing its services such as rental assistance, housing counseling for first-time homebuyers, home modifications for seniors and housing navigation to the area’s neighbors.

“With so many of our neighbors struggling to cover basic needs during the pandemic, most notably housing, it’s critical that we join with our leaders and fellow advocates and housing stakeholders to address these critical issues,” Martinez said.

Making a difference in Globeville and Elyria-Swansea (GES) neighborhoods

Prior to moving to her house, Reiko Mike had dreams of being a homeowner when she was renting her Arvada apartment. But the rising costs of housing in Colorado combined with the fact that she is on a fixed income made her aspirations feel like a pipe dream — until she learned of an affordable home Brothers developed in the GES area. In March of 2020, Mike purchased the home, becoming the first resident to close on housing Brothers developed on behalf of the GES Affordable Housing Collaborative — composed of Brothers, the GES Coalition and the Colorado Community Land Trust who is now managed by Habitat Metro Denver.

To pay for the home, Mike contributed $750 of her own savings and received financial assistance from the Colorado Housing and Finance Authority and the Colorado Housing Assistance Corporation. She benefits from a small program administered by the Colorado Division of Housing that allows Section 8 vouchers to be used to cover mortgages.

“Owning the home means everything. Who doesn’t want to be a homeowner,” said Mike. “I really enjoy my home, and I’m grateful for organizations like Brothers. I wouldn’t have ever owned a home had it not been for Brothers.”

Throughout 2021, Brothers continued to lead the way for developing and preserving affordable housing in GES neighborhoods — an area of Denver where residents are at risk of displacement due to gentrification caused by the redevelopment of Interstate 70.

Last year, Brothers, on behalf of the GES Affordable Housing Collaborative, set a modular duplex at 4401 Milwaukee St. The homes were sold to two neighborhood families facing displacement and placed into the GES Tierra Colectiva — a community owned land trust that will preserve affordability for generations to come.

Our work in GES neighborhoods didn’t stop there though. Toward the end of 2021, Brothers and the rest of the GES Affordable Housing Collaborative broke ground on a five-unit affordable housing community at 4401 Josephine St, for qualified homebuyers from GES neighborhoods.

The new five-unit community will increase the number of affordable homes that the collaborative has acquired and/or developed to 10. Each home is placed into the GES Tierra Colectiva community land trust and sold to qualified buyers whose incomes do not exceed 60% of Area Median Income.

Construction on the community is expected to be completed in the fall of 2022.

“Brothers is proud to help the proud and hardworking families in GES neighborhoods stay in the community,” Martinez said. “We’re helping them overcome years of economic and environmental injustice.”

From Top to Bottom

Brothers Redevelopment President Jeff Martinez speaks at the groundbreaking of Valor on the Fax — a 72-unit affordable living community that is expected to be completed at the end of 2022.

Valor on the Fax will be home to people with acquired brain injuries

Brothers Redevelopment President Jeff Martinez joins the nonprofit’s board and others at the groundbreaking of Valor on the Fax. The community is made possible thanks to partnerships with the City of Denver, who selected Brothers to develop the community, and the Brain Injury Alliance of Colorado — another nonprofit that will offer support, counseling, and resources to tenants at Valor on the Fax.

In December, Brothers and the rest of the GES Affordable Housing Collaborative broke ground on a five-unit affordable housing community at 4401 Josephine St. for qualified homebuyers from GES neighborhoods. Throughout 2021, Brothers continued to lead the way for developing and preserving affordable housing in GES neighborhoods — an area of Denver where residents are at risk of displacement due to gentrification caused by the redevelopment of Interstate 70.

The groundbreaking on the five-unit affordable housing community at 4401 Josephine St. The new five-unit community will increase the number of affordable homes that the GES Affordable Housing Collaborative has acquired and/or developed to 10.
Elizabeth Reed’s life has been complicated due to her battle with multiple sclerosis — a disease that causes symptoms like vision loss, pain, fatigue, and impaired coordination.

The 65-year-old Aurora resident works hard to maintain her home, but the physical demands are often too much for her. Her house’s exterior paint was chipping and peeling off. And she also needed assistance with cleaning her home but couldn’t afford a housekeeper.

But through word of mouth, Reed learned of Brothers Redevelopment’s Paint-A-Thon Program — a service that utilizes volunteers to paint the exterior of homes for low-income and disabled homeowners. Through the program, Reed not only got her house and deck updated with fresh paint — she was also connected to the nonprofit’s senior services Aging in Place Program.

Through Aging in Place, Reed was able to acquire long-term Medicaid, homecare and house cleaning services, thanks to Brothers staff.

“I couldn’t afford to get my house painted, and I don’t know who else would’ve been able to do it. The paint alone made me feel better about pulling up into the driveway and seeing my house,” said Reed. “It looks so much better. It’s also been nice being able to get help accessing the resources I need.”

Reed is one of 3,644 older adults who received resources to remain in her home through the Aging in Place Program in 2021. The service employs “senior service navigators” who connect adults age 60+ to various resources to help them maintain their housing stability and assists high-needs clients with benefits enrollment, food assistance, transportation, health care, financial assistance, and more.

“The Aging in Place Program has been a great success and continued that success all throughout 2021. Often times, our clients are unaware of the benefits they are entitled to until they speak with us,” said Brothers Resident Services Manager Gary Olson. “Once our clients gain certain benefits, they are theirs for the rest of their lives. Lives have changed because of this service.”

2021 marked an important milestone for the Aging in Place Program as the service expanded by adding bilingual senior service navigators to ensure that more Spanish-speaking seniors could be connected to resources that can help them avoid challenges that arise with aging.

Toward the end of last year, the Aging in Place Program received another year of funding from NextFifty Initiative — a Colorado based foundation that supports efforts to improve the lives of older adults and their caregivers. The funding lends to Brothers’ ability to serve Spanish-speaking seniors through the program.

Services like the Aging in Place Program that help residents age comfortably are vital. Currently, one in seven Coloradans (13.8%) is age 65 or older, according to data from the United States Census Bureau. By 2050, one in five Coloradans will be age 65 or older.
Paint-A-Thon and Home Modification and Repair programs lead housing recovery efforts throughout the metro area

Arthur Saiz has always marched to the beat of his own drum. The 83-year-old’s decorated career in the United States Army included time providing communications support and training during the Korean War, Vietnam War and Operation Desert Storm until he retired in 1989 after 36 years of service. Saiz was stationed at Fort Douglas in Salt Lake City, Utah and at the Rocky Mountain Arsenal in his hometown of Commerce City where he trained around 2,000 soldiers on infantry equipment and communications. But even an American hero like Saiz—who has been recognized with several engineering and communications awards for his service—admits that aging comes with its challenges.

“When I was young, I never depended on anybody. I did plumbing, electrical work, built my shed,” said Saiz. “I like to do a lot of stuff, but I get tired—even when I clean and do work around the house.”

This past summer, Brothers Redevelopment saved Saiz nearly $8,000 by conducting bathroom modifications in his house that helped him to continue to live independently and stay in his home. Saiz received plumbing services, grab bars in his shower, an entire new bathroom floor, new wall tile, an ADA toilet, a new vanity countertop and sink combo, and much more through Brothers’ Home Modification and Repair Program. The agency’s Paint-A-Thon Program also painted Saiz’s house and provided yard work services through volunteers from ANB Bank.

“I’ve lived in my home for 24 years, and I didn’t want to leave and deal with a landlord,” said Saiz. “I felt real happy when Brothers did all this work for me.”

In 2021, a year after both programs were forced to briefly halt services because of the pandemic, Brothers’ Home Modification and Repair and Paint-A-Thon programs returned to normal operations. Both programs strive to help aging adults stay in their homes for as long as they can and to live independently.

The Home Modification and Repair Program—which provides free home accessibility repair services, exterior home repair services and interior repairs to aging adults and disabled Coloradans—had a record setting year in 2021. The program completed 303 projects last year and saved clients more than $1.3 million.

Local governments like the City of Westminster and the City of Aurora continued to trust the program by extending funding for it.

“Our efforts in providing low income and older adult homeowners with existing housing rehabilitation and accessibility modification services in 2021 was more productive and impactful than at any time in the past,” said Home Modification and Repair Program Director Jason McCullough. “Not only that, but the program also increased partnerships with high quality, customer service-oriented contractors to provide a wider range of available services than ever before. The Home Modification and Repair Program has become a trusted source for subsidized residential support program administration and execution, working toward the mission of Brothers every day.”

The Paint-A-Thon Program—which utilizes volunteers to paint the exterior of homes for low-income and disabled older adults—nearly doubled the number of houses it painted in 2021, compared to 2020. The program painted 95 houses across the metro area and in Colorado Springs. In total, the Paint-A-Thon served 151 individuals and saved homeowners $466,650.

The service also provided energy efficiency and weatherization services to 11 Colorado Springs clients through a Colorado Springs Utility grant, saving residents over $30,000 lifetime on utilities.

“The 2020 Paint-A-Thon season provided many unique challenges and isolation for both volunteers, homeowners and staff. In a refreshing contrast, the 2021 Paint-A-Thon season felt like a community reunion for the Paint-A-Thon,” said Brothers Volunteer Department Director Chad Nibbelink.

Almost 1,700 volunteers served in the program to walk alongside their neighbors and lend a hand with much needed exterior cleanup, repairs and painting. Coming from the 2020 season when we had 300 volunteers, it was so meaningful to be back to the full breadth of service we strive for. We felt a deep sense of appreciation that every Paint-A-Thon project truly is a gift, both to us and to the community.”

From Left to Right: In the summer of 2021 family and loved ones of Don Schierling volunteered for the Paint-A-Thon Program in honor of the Brothers Redevelopment founder. • Brothers Redevelopment’s Home Modification and Repair Program continued to expand in 2021 by increasing partnerships with high quality, customer service-oriented contractors to provide a wider range of available services than ever before. • The Paint-A-Thon Program—which utilizes volunteers to paint the exterior of homes for low-income and disabled older adults—nearly doubled the number of houses it painted in 2021, compared to 2020. The program painted 95 houses across the metro area and in Colorado Springs.
Brothers Property Management continues expansion

While Valor on the Fax and our work in Giobeville and Elyria-Swansea neighborhoods dominated headlines, Brothers Redevelopment quietly expanded the role of Brothers Property Management to manage more communities throughout the state in 2021. Last year, Brothers Property Management expanded to Boulder by taking over property management responsibilities for Attention Homes at 1440 Pine St. — a 40-unit affordable housing tax credit development that provides housing to homeless youth and youth aging out of foster care that are between the age of 18 and 24.

Brothers Property Management also continued its expansion into Boulder by assuming property management services for the mixed-use property of Gardner Capital Affordable Development. The property features eight units and two commercial spaces.

In 2021, Brothers Property Management staff attended the 2021 Housing Colorado Conference in Breckenridge. The conference is an annual gathering of professionals in the affordable housing industry.

Brothers Property Management continued to expand third party property management in Colorado while continuing to make a positive impact in affordable housing. Client satisfaction is instrumental in our growth of serving Denver, Aurora, Westminster, Erie, and now Boulder,” said Brothers Property Management Director Tiffani Thomas.

In total, Brothers Property Management grew its portfolio to manage and/or own 19 affordable living communities throughout the front range. Brothers Property Management houses more than 1,200 low-income or disabled individuals at its communities.

Throughout the pandemic, Brothers Property Management’s resource coordinators have remained on site at our communities in order to help our residents access crucial services like COVID-19 vaccines, benefits, food, and other resources. Toward the end of the year, Brothers Property Management staff joined other professionals at the 2021 Housing Colorado Conference in Breckenridge. The conference is an annual gathering of professionals in the affordable housing industry.

At the event, Brothers Property Management spoke to attendees about our mission, communities and more. Brothers Property Management Managing Broker Paul Malinowski was a speaker at the event on legal topics in the property management industry as well.

“I’m proud of our team, and the impact we’ve been able to make on those who need us the most,” said Thomas.

Colorado Housing Connects/rental assistance programs achieve Brothers Redevelopment’s mission

As the world reopened in 2021, life slowly began to resemble some sort of normalcy. But a return to normalcy also brought added fears and challenges for some struggling Coloradans.

Toward the end of last summer, the Supreme Court rejected a federal moratorium on evictions that was first introduced at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic. The moratorium proved to be effective by reducing nearly half the number of eviction cases that would’ve normally been filed since fall of 2020, according to an analysis of filings by the Eviction Lab at Princeton University.

But once eviction protections ended on Aug. 26, 2021, more and more Coloradans began to reach out to Brothers Redevelopment’s housing helpline, Colorado Housing Connects (1-844-926-6632), seeking rental assistance resources as they faced eviction. Colorado Housing Connects reported a 55% increase in inquiries shortly after the eviction moratorium ended. On Aug. 30, 2021, the housing helpline received 241 inquiries alone — marking the most amount of inquiries Colorado Housing Connects has received in a single day since March 17, 2020 — a day after Gov. Jared Polis ordered Colorado bars and restaurants to close.

Eviction cases returned to pre-pandemic levels in 2021, but Colorado Housing Connects proved to be an effective resource for Coloradans experiencing the worst of the economic challenges the COVID-19 pandemic caused. Last year, Colorado Housing Connects received 35,246 inquiries from 59 of Colorado’s 64 counties.

The housing helpline’s navigators work to connect renters to resources that are local to them like financial assistance, legal assistance for those facing eviction, tenant-landlord mediation services and more.

The “Colorado Housing Connects and housing counseling teams worked incredibly hard over the last year to advance housing stability across the state. They put clients first and pushed forward tirelessly to meet the moment,” said Colorado Housing Connects Program Director Patrick Noonan. “Both the numbers and client testimonials show the deep impact the navigators and counselors had on our clients.”

Throughout 2021, Colorado Housing Connects continued to host eviction prevention webinars in partnership with Colorado Legal Services — a nonprofit organization that provides free legal services to low-income Coloradans. The webinars informed attendees about the eviction process in Colorado, practices for avoiding eviction and resources that help with rent.

Colorado Housing Connects also continued its housing counseling services last year, serving 2,065 residents. Brothers is a HUD-approved housing counseling agency and offers homebuyer and post-purchase counseling, various workshops, education on renter rights and responsibilities, and much more.

Colorado Housing Connects isn’t the only way Brothers Redevelopment prevented evictions last year.

The agency began administering funds in 2021 for the state’s Emergency Rental Assistance Program, designed to provide renters and landowners affected by COVID-19 with financial assistance for rent. More than 600 households across all of Colorado received $1,782,123.69 in direct rental assistance through this program from us, including in areas outside of the Denver metro area.

In Denver, Brothers continued to serve Denverites through Denver’s Temporary Rental and Utility Assistance Program — a financial resource that the organization has administered funds for since 2018. Through the program, Brothers served 107 households with rental assistance, Xcel payments and water payments during the 2021 fiscal year.

“With the impact of COVID-19 and uncertainties of employment and housing, rental assistance is more than just that — we are assisting livelihoods and creating housing stability for all Colorado residents,” said Brothers Rental and Mortgage Assistance Manager Enrica Bustos-Creviston.

Throughout 2021, Colorado Housing Connects and Brothers Redevelopment’s rental/mortgage assistance programs proved to be reliable resources for struggling Coloradans. Colorado Housing Connects received more than 35,000 contacts last year while Brothers’ rental/mortgage assistance program distributed millions of dollars in rent/mortgage payments.
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**Counseling Gov Income**
- $9,073,863

**Depreciation & Amortization**
- $94,547

**Total Expenses**
- $4,396,424

**Total Income**
- $9,241,648

**Cost of Goods/Program**
- $10,187,680

**Total Revenue**
- $6,308,211

**Net Income**
- $1,911,787

---

**Financial Summary**

**Statement of Activities**

**Revenue**
- Thornton Home Loan: $984
- BPM Earnings: $753,534
- Donations & Grants: $925,701
- Local Gov Contracts HMR/PAT: $1,412,716
- Counseling Gov Income: $9,073,863
- Development Fees: $3,387,465
- Other Income: $2,941,648
- Cost of Goods/Program: $(10,187,680)
- Total Revenue: $6,308,211

**Balances Sheet**

**Assets**
- Current Assets: $9,338,631
- Fixed Assets: $1,602,183
- Other Assets: $2,551,697
- Total Assets: $13,492,511

**Liabilities**
- Total Liabilities: $2,748,573
- Equity: $10,743,938
- Total Liabilities & Equity: $13,492,511

**Expenditures**
- Expenses: $4,396,424
- Depreciation & Amortization: $94,547
- Total Expenses: $4,396,424

**Sources of Funding**

- Government Grants and Contracts: 66%
- Foundation Grants: 8%
- Events: 13%
- Fees/Earned Income: 4%
- Other: 1%
Mission:

**Brothers Redevelopment Inc.**

Established in 1971, Brothers Redevelopment is a Denver-based nonprofit organization that provides a range of housing solutions for the region’s low-income, elderly and disabled residents.

Services:

Attainable Housing, Home and Neighborhood Preservation, Aging in Place and In-formed Coloradans — made possible with Brothers Redevelopment’s programs:

- Colorado Housing Connects statewide helpline
- Housing Counseling and Consumer Education
- Brothers Property Management — 14 owned/managed communities + 2 managed
- Resident and Senior Services Coordination
- Home Modification and Repair (including Help for Homes)
- Paint-A-Thon volunteer program
- Landlords Opening Doors
- Temporary Rental and Utility Assistance (TRUA) in Denver
- Globeville Elyria-Swansea Affordable Housing Collaborative
- Permanent Supportive Housing

Contact Us:

Colorado Housing Connects helpline: 1-844-926-6632
Mail: 2250 Eaton Street, Suite B, Denver, CO 80214
Phone: 303-202-6340
Fax: 303-274-1314
Email: info@BrothersRedevelopment.org
Website: BrothersRedevelopment.org
Twitter: @Bros_Redevelop
Facebook: BrothersRedevelopment